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a unique coin In the possession of Mr. C. J. Brown of Lucknow.   The
coin Is described below. It Is almost exactly similar to the * square areas5 Akbarabad and Akbarnagar coins of Aurangzebj and has been published In N. S. XIX, § 115.
Obverse	Reverse
In square area	In square area
Margins	^j*
Left       yilai! y\	Margins
Above    ^jjJl ^	Left         j^l cm*
Eight   U-.OJ i^f^l	Above        u^U
Below i.v. »ju«^l^	Pdgbt        eui*~o
Below        u^^°
All the succeeding coins In both gold and silver bear the usual couplets. The copper pieces are fairly common, ffiisars are known in both gold and silver.
Shah 'Alam I dropped the reverse formula which had been Introduced by Aurangzeb, and substituted for It the words d^L* um,— No, 2058. This variation occurs also on some of Jahandar's coins—• Nos. 2131 to 2123—but others are of the normal type which continues till the end of the dynasty. The silver nisdr of Jahandar in the British Museum Collection is apparently still unique, B.M. Gat.t No» 889.
The coins of the succeeding emperors are monotonous in their uniformity, and call for few remarks. Silver nisws are known of Farrukhsiyar. The temporarily successful Muhammad Ibrahim struck at Shahjahanalmd in gold and silver, both very rare* The issues of the first two regnal years of Muhammad Shall are uniform In type with those of the other mints, but are succeeded by coins bearing a fuller legend In which the emperor is called the second $a,hib-i~Qiran. This latter type may "be called the Shalijahanribrwl type of Muhammad Shah, and the rupees are extremely common. They are by far the most abundantly found of all the Mughal coins.
There are several types of 'Alamglr IFs issues in gold and silver, which are well exemplified In this Collection. Attention, is drawn to the new couplet on Coin No. 27975 which is also known In gold, now in the British Museum.

